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MAIN CROSS
RATES

Yield % 
(05/08)

Yield % 
(29/07)

Abu Dhabi 2021 3.25 3.26

KSA 2021 3.56 3.51

Dubai 2023 3.71 3.65

Qatar 2023 3.52 3.50

US 10Y  2.95 2.95

German 10Y  0.41 0.40

Equities Last
 Price

Weekly 
Chg

YTD 
Chg

MSCI World  2,155  0.0% 2.5%

MSCI BRIC  313  -2.8% -6.8%

MSCI EM  1,073  -1.7% -7.3%

USA - S&P 500  2,840  0.8% 6.2%

UK- FTSE 100  7,659  -0.5% -0.4%

France - CAC40  5,479  -0.6% 3.1%

Germany - DAX  12,616  -1.9% -2.3%

Japan - Nikkei 225  22,525  -0.8% -1.1%

Dubai  2,974  0.9% -11.8%

Abu Dhabi  4,811  -0.7% 9.4%

Saudi  8,254  -1.4% 14.1%

Oman  4,327  -0.2% -14.3%

Kuwait  4,946  -0.1% 2.4%

Egypt  15,806  4.0% 5.3%

Qatar  9,981  3.9% 17.1%

Commodities      

Gold ($/oz)  1,215  -0.8% -6.7%

Silver ($/oz)  15  -0.6% -9.0%

Platinum ($/oz)  831  0.0% -10.5%

Oil – Brent ($/bbl)  73  -1.5% 9.5%
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LOOKING FORWARD

• China reports its trade balance on Wednesday while US PPI data will 
be released on Thursday. Japan’s GDP, the UK’s Industrial Production 
and GDP, and US CPI data will be published on Friday.
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•   Fed upgrades US economy from solid to strong. US employers 
added 157k jobs in July, fewer than expected and well below the 248k 
created in June. Wage gains remained modest with average hourly 
earnings increasing by 0.3% in July, up 2.7% year-over-year even as the 
unemployment rate fell from 4.0% in June to 3.9% in July. Meanwhile, 
the Fed expectedly kept its benchmark interest rate unchanged while 
changing its description of the US economy from “solid” to “strong”. 
The US 10-year Treasury yield jumped to 3.0% on the news but ended 
the week flat at 2.95% as trade war fears escalated between the US 
and China. For the week, the S&P500 rose 0.8% while the Dollar Index 
gained 0.5%.

• US-China trade war intensifies. The tit-for-tat US-China trade dispute 
escalated last week as Trump threatened to increase levies on billions 
of dollars in Chinese goods, to which China responded in kind. China 
announced that it has prepared a list of USD60 bn worth of US imports 
to levy duties on if the Trump administration goes ahead and hikes tariff 
rates on USD200 bn of Chinese products.

• Eurozone Q2 GDP slows while inflation trends higher. The 
Eurozone headline CPI came in higher than expected at 2.1% while 
Q2 GDP missed expectations and printed at 0.3% quarter-on-quarter. 
Unemployment remained unchanged at 8.3%. European equities 
ended the week lower as rising US-China trade tensions once again 
weighed on the markets. The EuroStoxx50 lost 1.3% last week while 
the EUR fell 0.8% against the USD.

• Bank of England (BoE) hikes rates. In a widely expected move, 
the BoE raised its policy rate by 25bps to 0.75%, but indicated that 
it expects to raise them at a very gradual rate going forward. While 
warning that the chance of the UK dropping out of the EU without a 
deal was “uncomfortably high”, BoE Governor Carney said that the 
Bank can’t be handicapped or tied by the range of Brexit uncertainties. 
The hike was delivered despite much uncertainty around the outcome 
of the Brexit negotiations and a softening inflation trend. The GBP 
edged lower by 0.8% against the USD last week. 

• China takes steps against CNY speculation. In a strong signal that it is 
not comfortable with the relentless slide in the CNY, the PBoC imposed 
a 20% reserve requirement on some trading of foreign-exchange 
forward contracts. The move intends to target short sellers and makes 
it expensive for onshore investors to buy the USD. The CNY lost 3.0% 
in July alone and is down 5.0% YTD against the USD as trade tensions 
with the US and slowing growth have dented investor confidence in the 
Chinese economy.

Fed upgrades US economy from 
solid to strong
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

EIBank is an independent private bank based in Dubai. It offers a wide-range of investment and banking services to an 
exclusive, but diverse, client base of high-net-worth individuals from across the region and around the world.

Emirates Investment Bank seeks to build long-term partnerships based on a foundation of trust, stability and integrity, 
which allows it to appreciate the unique circumstances and objectives of each of its clients. This personalised approach 
guides EIBank when providing its clients with bespoke banking solutions in connection with their wealth, business, and 
every day affairs.

This report is for our clients only. It is not an offer or a solicitation to offer, buy or sell any security or instrument or to 
participate in any particular trading strategy.  This report is based on current public information that we consider reliable, 
but it should not be considered accurate or complete.

This report is not intended to provide individually tailored investment advice. It has been prepared without regard to the 
individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. We recommend that investors independently 
evaluate particular investments and strategies and we encourage investors to always seek professional advice. The 
securities, instruments or strategies discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors and certain investors 
may not be eligible to purchase or participate in some or all of them.

The value of and income from investments may vary because of a variety of factors. Past performance is not necessarily 
a guide to future performance. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. 
Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value, price of and income derived from certain 
investments. Certain transactions give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.

We and our affiliates may transact the securities or derivatives referred to in this research. We may also make investment 
decisions or take proprietary positions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views in this report.

Emirates Investment Bank pjsc is regulated by the Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates.
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